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1.



There are two gaps in the sentence/paragraph given below. From the pairs of words given, choose the one that fills the gaps most appropriately. It goes without saying that the vast majority of sporty kids weren’t bullies at all – but like a _______________blaming anyone vaguely brown for the actions of 19 people on 9/11, I developed my __________ long ago and still enjoy feeling it fester. (a) bigot, prejudice (c) fanatic, conviction



2.



(b) chauvinist, belief (d) philistine, aversion



There are two gaps in the sentence/paragraph given below. From the pairs of words given, choose the one that fills the gaps most appropriately. According to this thesis, Amundsen approached the hardships ________, applying practical lessons from his experience with Eskimos in the north and relying on well-trained dogs to pull sledges. Scott, by contrast, took a more _______view of exploration, in which hardships simply were to be endured as a test of heroism. (a) rationally, impractical (c) pragmatically, naïve



(b) shrewdly, fanciful (d) realistically, romantic



Directions for questions 3 to 6: The passage given below is followed by a set of questions. Choose the most appropriate answer to each question. In March this year, the home ministry proposed a change in the rules governing the Arms Act as well as an amendment in the Act itself. The proposed changes would make police verification of the applicant for a gun licence compulsory and take away the discretionary powers of the local authorities to grant such licences. These changes would also have provided the ministry with a veto on giving gun licences. Under present rules, police verification is necessary, but in case the police do not give the verification report the district authorities were empowered to grant the applicant the licence to carry firearms. Henceforth, it has been made mandatory for the police to give their verification report, giving clear reasons for their decision. The final issuance of the gun licence would depend on what the police says. The home ministry has argued that this will reduce the number of people who wrangle gun licences with false claims, while also providing the government with a centralised database on gun ownership. The gun lobby, which includes parliamentarians from the Bharatiya Janata Party, the Samajwadi Party and the Congress, met the prime minister and has launched a media campaign arguing that this amendment to the Arms Act was illegal and unethical. They argue that any amendment needs to be made through Parliament and cannot be done via changes in the Rules, while on a larger political note, the gun lobby argues for the “right” of every citizen to carry arms. The right to carry arms was a part, even if minor, of the agenda of anti-colonialism in India. This was in response to the Arms Act of 1878 which put severe restrictions on the ownership of guns by Indians while exempting the British from such controls. That the Arms Act was perceived, rightfully so, as an attempt to disarm the colonised and reduce their capacity to revolt against colonial oppression, more so since that Act explicitly drew from the “experiences” of 1857. The post-colonial law laid down strict rules for gun ownership, reducing the number of firearms which could be owned by one person but made them uniform for all citizens. Page
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But the purported right to own a gun is argued on another, more utilitarian, level. As the press release of the National Association for Gun Rights in India states, gun possession by civilians protects their life and property when attacked by criminals with illegal weapons. Also, it is argued, that reducing the number of legal weapons owned by law-abiding citizens does nothing to bring down the number of illegal arms with criminals but merely lessens the ability of the law-abiding citizen to protect himself. Using this logic the gun lobby in India has urged the government to not only drop its proposed amendment but rather make guns easily available to all citizens who are not disqualified. This is a dangerous proposal. The cunning mix of residual anti-colonial sentiments, purported rights of citizens, appeal to people’s need for safety and top-level lobbying can actually weaken gun control laws and make the situation worse. The solution to the spread of small arms and guns in society is not to legalise and encourage gun possession by citizens, but rather to work towards elimination of all arms in society. The government should move towards banning the possession of guns by all civilians, no matter what the excuse. Once gun possession is totally outlawed, it will be far easier to identify those who possess and flaunt arms. When arms possession is totally banned, any display of weapon by civilians will be, prima facie, illegal. This would, in fact, directly help in reducing illegal weapons. Reduction in firearms and making their public possession and display illegal will not only increase public safety, it will also strengthen democracy and the voice of the oppressed. It is no surprise that most gun lobbyists are representatives of feudal and other parasitical social classes, despite their attempt to speak in the name of the “citizen”. 3.



Which one of these is not given as an argument against the proposed amendment to the Arms act? (a) The amendment is a part of the colonial agenda that seeks to disarm the colonized. (b) The legal process through which the amendment is proposed is incorrect. (c) The amendment would have no effect on illegal possession of guns. (d) The amendment restricts the rights of the citizen to protect himself or his property.



4.



Which one of the following is a criticism levelled against the gun lobby by the author? (a) The author accuses them of having an inadequate understanding of the situation. (b) The author claims that they do not truly represent the group they claim to speak for. (c) The author accuses them of being cunning. (d) The author claims that they do not want to reduce illegal possession of arms.



5.



How was the perceived bias in the Arms Act of 1878 addressed by the post-colonial law? (a) All citizens now had the right to possess guns. (b) The laws for gun possession were made stricter. (c) The number of guns that a person could own was brought down. (d) Laws for gun possession were made uniform for all citizens.



6.



Which of the following best expresses the main idea of the passage? (a) An argument against the lobby that seeks to weaken gun control laws in India. (b) An analysis of gun possession laws in India. (c) An appeal to reduce illegal possession of weapons. (d) An endorsement of the amendment to the Arms act proposed by the home ministry.



Page
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7.



A paragraph is given below from which the last sentence has been deleted. From the given options, choose the one that completes the paragraph in the most appropriate way. The good news is that policy experiments carried out by governments, NGOs, academics and international institutions are slowly building up a body of evidence about methods that work. A largescale evaluation in Andhra Pradesh in southern India has shown, for example, that performance pay for teachers is three times as effective at raising pupils’ test scores as the equivalent amount spent on school supplies. In Rajasthan, teachers were paid only on showing a date-stamped photograph to prove they had been in class on a given day. (a) The World Bank hopes to bring such innovations to the notice of other governments during the summit, if it can. (b) And in Uganda the government, appalled that money meant for schools was not reaching them, took to publicising how much was being allotted, using radio and newspapers. (c) This led not just to a massive decline in absenteeism, but also to better pupil performance. (d) Money needs to be spent, therefore, not merely on building more schools or hiring more teachers, but on getting them to do what they are paid for.



8.



A paragraph is given below from which the last sentence has been deleted. From the given options, choose the one that completes the paragraph in the most appropriate way. Since the gods are super parents and super leaders, they must necessarily have large houses in which to ‘meet’ with their followers. Anyone flying low over human settlements in a spacecraft and ignorant of our ways would notice immediately that in many of the villages and towns and cities there were one or two homes much bigger than the rest. (a) These – the houses of the gods-the temples, the mosques, the churches and the cathedral – are buildings apparently made for giants. (b) Mere mortals do not require buildings that large. (c) Their followers repeatedly visit them and bow down before them, but they themselves are invisible. (d) The visitors would then imagine what purpose they would serve.



9.



A paragraph is given below from which the last sentence has been deleted. From the given options, choose the one that completes the paragraph in the most appropriate way. Camera phones, a gimmick and a luxury a few years ago, have become ubiquitous. The International Telecommunications Union estimates that 4.6 billion mobile phones are in use at the moment. Of those, more than a billion are equipped with cameras, according to Tom Hausken, an analyst at Strategies Unlimited, a market research firm based in Mountain View, California. Dr Hausken estimates that some 800m camera-phones will be sold this year. Yet most of the photos taken with these phones will be grainy and of low resolution—fine for capturing the essence of a moment to send to friends and family, but not good enough to frame for the wall. The reason is that both camera and lens have to be small, to fit with all the other gubbins on a phone. (a) Phone cameras with up to five megapixels are becoming available, but InVisage, hopes to leap from that to 12 megapixels, without any increase in size. (b) In a typical camera-phone, the image is focused by the lens onto a photosensitive silicon chip. (c) A typical camera-phone is equipped with a one- or two-megapixel silicon-based camera chip that is about 8mm across. (d) After all one buys a phone not for the camera alone; the camera is merely another feature.



Page
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10.



A paragraph is given below from which a sentence has been deleted. From the given options, choose the one that completes the paragraph in the most appropriate way. Dr James Ost, senior lecturer in psychology at the University of Portsmouth, specialises in the study of memory. He says not remembering much of your childhood is normal, mostly because it is mundane._______________________. He had a simpler idea: “If you want to remember something that happened at a particular place, go back to that place.” It’s called context reinstatement and is what the police use in crime re-enactment. (a) Recently, after the birth of my second son, Rufus, I was inspired to go looking for tangible memories of my mother. (b) He debunked the idea that a major trauma may have wiped out my memory, or that hypnosis would help me to remember. (c) Clearly, memory does play tricks on us. (d) I asked James how I can best help my children remember their childhood: “The more I learn about memory, the less I rely on my own,” he said.



Directions for questions 11 to 13: The passage given below is followed by a set of questions. Choose the most appropriate answer to each question. Since its Platonic beginnings, philosophical aesthetics has been impelled by an alternative that is as enlightening as it is misleading. Aesthetic perception has been attributed the capacity either to gain a genuine access to being or to disclose a genuine sphere of illusion [Schein]. In the first figure of thought, aesthetic perception is seen as an encounter with how things truly are, as a penetration of illusionary conditions of everyday life. In the second figure of thought, however, aesthetic perception appears inversely as a turning away from the stability of the reliable world and thus as a penetration of the power of the real. To my mind, this is one of the incorrect contrasts from which aesthetics ought to escape. The way of doing so becomes evident once it is clear that the alternative paths are just variations of a third path that is already well trodden, where intuition and reflection are on a pilgrimage to being or appearance. The classical aesthetics of being understands the aesthetic process as the revelation of an otherwise concealed higher sense or being. In current discussions, though, a non-classical variation, one frequently formulated in media theory, plays a big part; in the objects of art, this variation sees at work a discovery of the constructiveness of all relations of the real. Both variations of an aesthetics of being do, however, assume that general structures of reality can be recognized in or by means of aesthetic perception; the basic constitution of the reality becomes visible in the constitution of aesthetic perception. An aesthetics of illusion [aesthetik des Scheins], by contrast, rejects this close liaison between reality and aesthetic reality, and, correspondingly, between the aesthetic, epistemological and ethical theory of the one reality. For the aesthetics of illusion the field - or, more radically, the time span - of the aesthetic is a separate zone from which nothing can be inferred about the constitution of reality. It describes the process of aesthetic experience as entering the sphere of illusion, an illusion that is otherwise ignored, one that is located outside the continuity of being. Each of these positions has been defended in very different variations and with enormously varying willingness to form alliances. One need only recall Hegel’s hugely influential discussion of the absolute’s sensuous illusion [sinnlicher Schein], Nietzsche’s ideas about artistically exposing the illusionary character Page
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[Scheincharakter] of the cultural world, or Bloch’s aesthetics of anticipating [Vorschein] a better society in the future. Nonetheless, the preoccupation with being or appearance, which goes back to Plato, presents an especially unfortunate alternative. According to this fixation, aesthetic consciousness paves the way either to a higher reality or out of the lower reaches of reality (or it goes both ways simultaneously). Either way, aesthetic perception is conceived of as flight from the phenomenal presence of human life. In effect, aesthetic consciousness is understood in both perspectives as an inattentiveness to the concrete here and now of its acts of perception. 11.



A suitable title to the above passage would be: (a) Aesthetic perception – a flight from the phenomenal presence of human life. (b) The aesthetics of illusion and its power. (c) Understanding aesthetic perception and its various manifestations. (d) Aesthetics of being and its non- classical variation.



12.



Which of the following can’t be inferred from the passage? (a) The sphere of illusion is disjoint from the continuity of being. (b) Reality reveals the general characteristics of aesthetic illusion. (c) General structures of reality are recognized by aesthetic perception. (d) None of the above.



13.



Which of the following is not a part of ‘aesthetic perception’, as explained in the passage? (a) A flight from the lower reaches of reality to the higher. (b) Discovering the constructiveness of all relations of the real. (c) Anticipating a better society in future. (d) Exposing the being which is illusionary in character.



14.



Five sentences are given below, labeled A, B, C, D and E. They need to be arranged in a logical order to form a coherent paragraph/passage. From the given options, choose the most appropriate option. A. When he does track down soothsayers he is disappointed or bored and worries about how much they are going to charge him. B. His aim is to uncover pre-colonial spiritual and magical beliefs. C. So it goes for the other countries he visits—Nigeria, Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire, Gabon and South Africa. D. The shrines are “lavatorial and disagreeable”. E. But the Africa he sees is a pretty filthy place. (a) CBEDA (c) CEDBA



Page
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15.



Five sentences are given below, labeled A, B, C, D and E. They need to be arranged in a logical order to form a coherent paragraph/passage. From the given options, choose the most appropriate option. A. The status of the husband ultimately determines the status of the woman. B. For a “good woman” to be qualified as thus, her life cycle should necessarily progress from being a virgin daughter to a chaste and dutiful wife, daughter-in-law and a mother under the sanction of her father, husband and son, respectively. C. Womanhood as seen within this normative framework is suddenly challenged in the absence of a man either through desertion or widowhood. D. If this trajectory is followed then she brings honour to the family. E. These realities then pose a challenge to men and the society at large, as the question of their identity becomes a matter of concern. (a) BCAED



16.



(b) BDCEA



(c)ABCDE



(d) ABDEC



The word given below has been used in sentences in four different ways. Choose the option corresponding to the sentence in which the usage of the word is incorrect or inappropriate. Cover (a) The band became successful after doing cover versions of hits from the ‘80s. (b) The cover story in this edition of the magazine is on Barack Obama. (c) Rahul wanted to take the day off so he asked his colleague to cover up for him at work. (d) The lecture is supposed to cover the feminist movement from its inception to its present state.



17.



The word given below has been used in sentences in four different ways. Choose the option corresponding to the sentence in which the usage of the word is incorrect or inappropriate. Figure (a) He cut a fine figure in his new designer suit. (b) The child drew a stick figure of himself. (c) The accounts showed a discrepancy because he forgot to figure some additional expenditure. (d) The archer did not figure in the final selection much to the surprise of his supporters.



Directions for questions 18 to 20: The passage given below is followed by a set of questions. Choose the most appropriate answer to each question. Lucian Freud has some intriguing opinions about other artists. He has no time for Leonardo da Vinci. He wonders if Raphael’s Madonna of the Pinks, bought by the National Gallery after a popular campaign, is really by Raphael at all because “normally I can’t bear Raphael, but I like that one a little bit”. His own hero is Titian, whose paintings mean infinitely more to him than the works of Poussin – let alone Vermeer, whose people he thinks bizarrely absent. How do we know all this? No, Freud hasn’t started his own blog. Instead, the famously reticent painter imparted these views to a friend, the critic Martin Gayford (who does blog, over at Bloomberg). In his new book, Man with a Blue Scarf, Gayford tells how – having known Freud for years – he finally popped the question: would the greatest living painter of portraits paint his portrait? He was surprised when the answer was yes, and that Freud wanted to get cracking right away. Page
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When he paints, Freud talks, and he likes to go to a restaurant with the sitter after each session to carry on talking. So finally, after all these years and with his subject’s full cooperation, Martin Gayford is able to give readers the eloquent and pugnacious voice of Lucian Freud – on art, artists and life. In reviews of the book, which are very positive, it is the quotes from Freud that tend to steal the show. But this book is not just for Freud fans, or a sombre intellectual document for art students. The fascination of Freud’s persona and ideas comes across so well because of the writer’s skill. Freud’s style is unmistakable. Gayford downplays his own, but actually it is his craft as a storyteller that turns what were actually a fractured series of encounters – in the sense that all life is a series of fractured encounters – into a gripping, dramatic read. It is, I think, a new style of art writing in which the critic does not assume the lofty position of a pontiff or professor, between artist and public. He is unpretentious and natural, and above all wants to capture Freud as a person, not just a painter (or maybe, since the book is very directly about the making of a work of art, as a person painting). If it is Freud who dominates the book, it is Gayford’s achievement to bring him out and to do so with wit and humour as well as acute intelligence. Man with a Blue Scarf is literally inimitable – no one else is going to get this opportunity – but it contains a lot that critics and even novelists can learn from. It’s the real deal. 18.



Which of the following cannot be inferred about Lucien Freud? (a) He is usually a reticent person. (b) He was enthusiastic about painting Gayford’s portrait. (c) He’s a gifted story teller. (d) He likes to interact with his subjects even after the process of painting.



19.



According to the author, which of the following is true about Gayford’s book on Lucien Freud? (a) Freud comes across as unpretentious and natural in the book. (b) Quotes from Freud steal the show away from Gayford’s writing. (c) The book is primarily for Freud’s fans and supporters. (d) Although Freud dominates the book, it works because of Gayford’s writing.



20.



Where could the passage have been taken from? (a) An article on Lucien Freud. (b) A review of ‘Man with a Blue Scarf’. (c) An article on Freud and Gayford. (d) An article on ‘Man with a Blue Scarf’.



Page
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21.



N is a natural number which has 4 factors. If 10 ≤ N ≤ 70, then how many values are possible for N? (a) 19 (b) 20 (c) 21 (d) 22



22.



ABCDEF is a regular hexagon with AB = 5 cm. Nine line segments are drawn in the hexagon in such a way that AB, DE and these line segments form eleven equidistant parallel lines. If the ends of each of the line segments lie on the perimeter of the hexagon, then what is the sum (in cm) of the lengths of the nine line segments? (a) 80 (b) 60 (c) 70 (d) 75



23.



x2y3 = 8, where x, y > 0. What is the minimum value of 4x + 3y? (a) 8 (b) 11



(c) 9



(d) 10



24.



Chaupat, Popat and Sarpat participate in a race of ‘x’ m. Chaupat finishes 18 m ahead of Popat and 24 m ahead of Sarpat. Popat finishes 8 m ahead of Sarpat. If none of the three changes his running speed during the race, then what is the value of x? (a) 54 (b) 48 (c) 90 (d) 72



25.



If a, b are integers then how many ordered pairs (a, b) satisfy the equation a2 + ab + b2 = 1? (a) 6 (b) 4 (c) 2 (d) 8



26.



Champak takes a test called RAT which comprises 28 questions. In RAT three marks are awarded for each correct response, one mark is deducted for each incorrect response and there are no marks for unattempted questions. If he scores more than 22 marks in RAT, then what is the maximum possible number of incorrect responses that he could have marked? (a) 14 (b) 15 (c) 16 (d) 17



27.



A rectangular floor is fully covered with equal square tiles. All the tiles on the edges of the floor are white and the rest of them are red in colour. The total number of white tiles is half the total number of red tiles on the floor. What is the maximum possible difference between the number of red tiles and the number of white tiles on the floor? (a) 70 (b) 48 (c) 78 (d) 40



28.



Mogambo has got some money which he can spend completely in buying either 50 mangoes or 40 oranges. If he wants to save 10% of the amount and buy at least 20 oranges, then what is the maximum possible number of mangoes that he can buy? (a) 15 (b) 16 (c) 20 (d) 24



Page
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29.



In the given figure, ABC is an isosceles triangle with AB = AC. If AE = AF and angle BAE = 30°, then what is the value of angle FEC?



A 30° F C



B (a) 15° 30.



31.



33.



(b) 30°



(c) 60°



N = 47 × 59 + 24 × 7 + 3 × 53 + 26 × 58 How many distinct digits are there in the number N? (a) 8 (b) 7 (c) 5



(d) Cannot be determined



(d) 6



How many arrangements of the letters of the word CATASTROPHE are there in which both the ‘A’s appear before both the ‘T’s? (a)



32.



E



11!



11! 4!



(b)



2



4!(2!)



(c)



11! 6



(d)



11!(2!)2 4!



a6 + b6 is a prime number. If a and b are distinct integers, then what is their sum? (a) 0 (b) 2 (c) 1 (d) Data Inconsistent



If a = (a) 15



8– 7 8+ 7



and b =



1 1 + a b , then what is the value of ? 1 8– 7 1+ ab



8+ 7



(b) 113



(c) 23



(d) None of these



34.



If a, b, c are the roots of the equation 3x3 + 42x + 93 = 0, then what is the value of a3 + b3 + c3? (a) 81 (b) 92 (c) –85 (d) –93



35.



If the sum of the first ‘n’ terms of an Arithmetic Progression is 100 and the sum of the next ‘n’ terms of the Arithmetic Progression is 300, then what is the ratio of the first term and the common difference? (a) 2 : 1 (b) 1 : 2 (c) 1 : 3 (d) Cannot be determined



36.



Himanshu, Saral and Vikas start running from the same point in the same direction along a straight line at 07 : 00 a.m., 08 : 00 a.m. and 10 : 00 a.m. with speeds of 2 kmph, 3 kmph and 4 kmph respectively. When Saral catches Himanshu he sends Himanshu back (along the straight line) immediately to deliver a message to Vikas. At what time would Himanshu meet Vikas? (a) 10 : 30 a.m. (b) 11 : 00 a.m. (c) 10 : 40 a.m. (d) 11 : 15 a.m.



Page
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37.



The digits of all the two digit multiples of 8 are reversed. How many of the resulting numbers would be divisible by 4 but not by 8? (a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 2 (d) 1



38.



 n + 1 if m = 0  f(m , n) =  f(m – 1, 1) if m > 0, n = 0  f(0, f(m , n – 1)) if m > 0, n > 0  What is the value of 20[f(1, 2) + f(1, 1) + 15]? (a) 440 (b) 480



39.



If x = 15 – 11 , y = 27 – 23, z = 2 (a) x > y > z



40.



(



(b) x < y < z



(c) 520



(d) 560



)



6 – 5 , then which of the following is correct? (c) x < z < y



(d) x > z > y



In the given figure, two equal circles (with radius ‘R’ units) intersect each other at two points M and N such that ∠PMQ = 90°. What is the area (in sq units) of the region that is common to both the circles?



M R



R Q



P



N



π  (a) R2 ×  − 1 2 



Page
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1 2 π  R ×  − 1 2 2 



(c)



1 2  π R × 1 −  2  2
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Directions for questions 41 to 43: Answer the following questions on the basis of the information given below. The table given below shows the production figures (in thousand tonnes) of the various types of crops produced in a country called Khetistan for three years. It also shows the percentage contribution of Charyana, one of the states of Khetistan, to the total production of Khetistan for each year. 1991



1992



1993



Khetistan Khetistan Khetistan Charyana Charyana Charyana (in '000 (in '000 (in '000 (in %) (in %) (in %) tonnes) tonnes) tonnes) Wheat Rice Bajra Maize Others Total



1500 2000 500 400 1200 5600



20 15 25 20 10



1800 2200 600 300 1400 6300



25 20 15 15 10



2000 2400 800 500 1000 6700



25 20 15 20 10



41.



In which year was the percentage contribution of Charyana to the total production of Khetistan (all the crops) maximum during the period 1991-1993? (a) 1991 (b) 1992 (c) 1993 (d) Cannot be determined



42.



Which crop showed a decline in production for two consecutive years in Charyana during the period 1991-1993? (a) Bajra (b) Maize (c) Rice (d) None of these



43.



Which crop showed a decline in production for at least one year in Charyana despite showing an increase in production for two consecutive years in Khetistan during the period 1991-1993? (a) Wheat (b) Rice (c) Bajra (d) Maize



Page
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Directions for questions 44 to 47: Answer the following questions on the basis of the information given below. The performance of six students of a class in five subjects is evaluated on a 9-point grading system. Each student is awarded a grade and grade points in each of the five subjects based on the marks obtained by him in that subject (See Table - 1). Table - 2 shows the marks obtained by each student in the five subjects. A student’s GPA (Grade Point Average) is the average of the grade points awarded to him in the five subjects.



Grade



Grade Points



Subject-wise Marks Scored



91-100



A1



10



English Hindi Math Science S.Sc.



81-90



A2



9



71-80



B1



8



61-70



B2



7



51-60



C1



6



41-50



C2



5



31-40



D



4



21-30



E



3



0-20



F



2











Student



Marks Range



Abhishek



56



67



92



97



51



Saral



88



79



87



Z



88



X



81



82



89



81



Puneet



83



90



91



78



79



Vijay



74



65



Y



67



77



Sanjay



73



88



93



60



86



Himanshu



Table - 1



Table - 2



Additional Information: • The sum of the GPAs of Saral and Puneet is equal to the sum of the GPAs of Himanshu and Sanjay. • The GPAs of Abhishek and Vijay are equal. • Saral, Himanshu, Puneet and Sanjay get distinct GPAs. • Though the total marks (the sum of the marks obtained in the five subjects) of Himanshu are not the highest, his GPA is the highest among the six students. • The sum of the marks obtained by the six students in Science is more than the sum of the marks obtained by the six students in exactly three of the other four subjects. 44.



45.



46.



47.



Page



Which grade is awarded to Saral in Science? (a) A1 (b) A2



(c) B1



(d) B2



Who gets the second highest GPA among the six students? (a) Saral (b) Puneet (c) Vijay



(d) Sanjay



What is the sum of the marks obtained by Saral in the five subjects? (a) 422 (b) 432 (c) 426



(d) Cannot be determined



How many values are possible for X? (a) 1 (b) 10



(d) None of these
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48.



The question given below is followed by two statements, A and B. Mark the answer using the following instructions: Mark (a) if the question can be answered by using Statement A alone, but cannot be answered by using Statement B alone. Mark (b) if the question can be answered by using Statement B alone, but cannot be answered by using Statement A alone. Mark (c) if the question cannot be answered even by using both the statements together. Mark (d) if the question can be answered by using either statement alone. Q. Uncle Gomes distributes 40 candies among five children in such a way that each child gets at least one candy and no two children get the same number of candies. What is the number of candies received by the child who gets the maximum number of candies among the five children? A. Each child gets more than 4 candies. B. The sum of the number of candies received by the child who gets the maximum and the child who gets the minimum number of candies among the five children is 29.



49.



Three people among A, B, C, D, E and F are to be selected to form a committee. Each selected person should share at least one ‘liking’ with at least one of the other two selected people. Each selected person should also hate at least one ‘liking’ of at least one of the other two people selected. • A likes reading and travelling, and hates surfing and singing. • B likes surfing and driving, and hates fishing. • C likes dancing and travelling, and hates reading and fishing. • D likes fishing and surfing, and hates driving. • E likes singing and travelling, and hates dancing • F likes reading and fishing, and hates surfing. Which three can be selected together to form the committee? (a) A, D and F (b) A, C and E (c) B, D and F (d) Both (b) and (c)



50.



The question given below is followed by two statements, A and B. Mark the answer using the following instructions: Mark (a) if the question can be answered by using one of the statements alone, but cannot be answered by using the other statement alone. Mark (b) if the question can be answered by using either statement alone. Mark (c) if the question can be answered by using both the statements together, but cannot be answered by using either statement alone. Mark (d) if the question cannot be answered even by using both the statements together. Q. Some students are standing in a row facing the West direction. Fourteen students are standing to the left of Mukesh and twenty two students are standing to the right of Rakesh. How many students are there in all? A. Exactly 5 students are standing between Mukesh and Rakesh. B. The total number of students is a prime number less than 37.
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Directions for questions 51 to 54: Answer the following questions on the basis of the information given below. The figure given below shows a water distribution system consisting of tanks, pumps and the connecting pipelines. It supplies water to five cities C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5. The water can flow only in one direction in a pipeline. The water stored (in million gallons) initially in the tanks T1, T2, T3 and T4 was 200, 300, 100 and 500 respectively. The system starts when the water starts flowing out of each tank and is distributed equally among all the pipelines connected to a tank. The pumps do not consume any water and the volume of the water coming in and going out of a pump is the same. The consumption of water (in million gallons) in C1, C4 and C5 is 250, 200 and 150 respectively. The consumption of water in C2 and C3 is in the ratio 3 : 2. The water which is left after consumption in a city flows out of it through a pipeline.



(300)



(200) T1



T2



P1



C1 (250)



P3



C5



(150)



P2



C2



T4



C3



P4



P5



T3



C4 (200)



(500)



= Tank



= P um p



(100)



= City



51.



What is the ratio of the volume of the water coming in to the water going out of C1? (a) 5 : 2 (b) 3 : 1 (c) 2 : 1 (d) 7 : 2



52.



What is the consumption (in million gallons) of water in C2? (a) 200 (b) 250 (c) 300



(d) 350



53.



What is the volume of the water that flows through the pipeline joining C5 and P3? (a) 50 (b) 100 (c) 150 (d) None of these



54.



What is the ratio of the volume of the water that flows through P1 to the water that flows through P5? (a) 1 : 3 (b) 2 : 3 (c) 3 : 4 (d) 5 : 9
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55.



Seven friends Salim, Govind, Sajid, Hasan, Sunil, Sanjay and Reeta are to be divided into two teams such that the difference between the number of people in the two teams is the least possible. Reeta and Sajid cannot be placed in the same team. Sunil can be placed in the same team with neither Salim nor Sanjay. Hasan and Govind must be placed in the same team. How many of the following statements cannot be true? (1) Hasan and Sunil are placed in the same team. (2) Reeta and Hasan are placed in the same team. (3) Hasan and Salim are placed in the same team. (a) 0 (b) 1 (c) 2



(d) 3



Directions for questions 56 to 58: Answer the following questions on the basis of the information given below. Priya, Qureshi, Rahul and Sonal are Lawyer, Engineer, Doctor and Cricketer by profession not necessarily in the same order. Each of them lives in a different house among the four adjacent houses that lie in a row. Each house has a distinct colour among red, green, blue and white in no particular order. Additional Information: (i) Priya is not a Cricketer and she lives in the house at the extreme left of the row. (ii) The Engineer stays beside the Doctor and the Lawyer. (iii) Qureshi is a Doctor and he stays in a green house beside the Cricketer’s house. (iv) Rahul stays in a white house and he is not an Engineer. 56.



57.



What is the profession of the person who stays in the blue house? (a) Lawyer (b) Cricketer (c) Engineer



(d) Cannot be determined



Who is the Cricketer among the four people? (a) Rahul (b) Sonal



(d) Cannot be determined



(c) Qureshi



58.



Which of the following cannot be a possible combination of name, profession and house-colour? (b) Sonal → Engineer → blue (a) Priya → Lawyer → red (d) Rahul → Cricketer → red (c) Qureshi → Doctor → green
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59.



Five dancers Angad, Bali, Gaurav, Monica and Shonali participate in a competition called DOD. Each participant gets some points from each of the five judges A, B, C, D and E for their performance in DOD. The final score of a participant is the sum of the points received by him/her from the five judges. The winner of the competition is the dancer whose final score is the maximum among the five dancers. The following details are also known:



• • • • •



Bali gets 37 marks from judge B and Shonali gets 39 marks from judge C. The final score of Gaurav is less than the final score of Shonali. The winner of DOD gets a final score of 220. No contestant gets more than 45 marks from any of the five judges. The arithmetic mean of the final scores of Angad and Gaurav is greater than the arithmetic mean of the final scores of Monica and Shonali.



Who is the winner of DOD? (a) Shonali (b) Monica 60.



(c) Angad



(d) Cannot be determined



The question given below is followed by two statements, A and B. Mark the answer using the following instructions: Mark (a) if the question can be answered by using either statement alone. Mark (b) if the question can be answered by using one of the statements alone, but cannot be answered by using the other statement alone. Mark (c) if the question cannot be answered even by using both the statements together. Mark (d) if the question can be answered by using both the statements together, but cannot be answered by using either statement alone. Q. ABCDEF is a hexagon in which all the interior angles are equal. If AB = 20 cm and DE = 10 cm, then what is the perimeter of the hexagon? A. The shortest distance between AB and DE is 30 cm. B. The line joining the midpoints of AB and DE is perpendicular to both AB and DE.
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